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Playing Rules 
 
The following WMSL Field Rules & Guidelines are intended to control all aspects of the game not covered by, or 
matters that are outside the scope of, the World Baseball and Softball Confederation (WBSC) rules. 
 
In some cases, in order to facilitate the playing of the game within the WMSL, the WMSL has chosen to adopt a rule 
in contravention to one in the WBSC rulebook. Any of the WMSL rules that overrule one in the WBSC rulebook will 
be clearly stated. 
 
Softball in the UK is governed by the British Softball Federation (BSF) using the rules of the WBSC. 
 

A. Conditions of Participation 
 

1. When at a WMSL scheduled game: 

• All teams must have available a copy of the current version of the WBSC Rules book 2018 - 2021 

• All teams must have available a copy of the current WMSL Field Rules & Guidelines 
 
Failure to comply will result in a penalty of one (1) league point for each offence 

 
2. Teams must have paid all fees owing to the WMSL by date of the Pre-Season Captains meeting. Failure to 

pay outstanding debts owed may result in non-participation of any WMSL game and/or event until such debt 
is paid. 

 
3. Any person who participates in softball must be made aware of the risks involved and be deemed competent 

to participate without causing undue risk to themselves or others. Competency to play is the 
Captain/Coach’s decision but can be overruled by the umpire in charge. 

 
In line with current BSF guidelines: 

• Any player under the age of 18 is subject to the rules outlined in Appendix C. 

• A youth player that turns 14 in the calendar year of the season being played may take part with the 
usual parental consent and competency checks having taken place by WMSL. 

 
4. To prevent teams having to travel unreasonable distances to play, a team’s home ground must be within the 

designated WMSL catchment area. A copy of the WMSL catchment area map is available from the WMSL 
website (www.wmsoftball.com) or can be requested from the WMSL Committee. Teams outside the WMSL 
catchment area will be excluded from the league. 

 
5. To facilitate the Committee’s distribution of information, yearbooks, etc., a representative from each team 

must attend the WMSL AGM and any scheduled Captain’s meetings. An attendee can only represent one 
team and must be rostered for that team. Failure to send a representative will result in the team incurring a 
penalty of three (3) league points. 

 
6. For rules governing player movement and rostering, see Appendix B. Breach of player movement rules will 

make that game a forfeit for the offending team. 
 

7. A player may transfer between teams up to three (3) times in a season. Each time, they remain rostered to 
this team until they transfer to another, including returning to the original team. They can transfer at any 
time until 14th July 2022. After this date, any player wishing to transfer must gain approval from the WMSL 
Committee via the Results and Fixtures Officer. Be aware that it may take the Committee several days to 
process any applications. 

http://www.wmsoftball.com/
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Details of any transfer must be email to the Results and Fixtures Officer prior to the player’s first game for 
their new team. The email must be copied to the captains of both teams involved in the transfer. 

 
Be aware that transferring to another team may cause issues with Softball Nationals qualification. 

 
A player who transfers to another team is no longer eligible to play for their previous team in any 
rescheduled games where they were part of the original line up, unless allowed by other player movement 
rules. Incorrectly rostered player(s) will make any game(s) the incorrect rostered player(s) has/have played 
in a forfeit for the offending team. 

 
8. The WMSL season officially closes on 25th August 2022. All league games must have been played by this 

date. Play-off games may take place after this date, so it is important league games are played before this 
date. Games not fulfilled by 25th August 2022 will be deemed a double forfeit. 

 
9. On teams with GB players rostered to them, the following dispensation policy has been adopted: 

 
Teams with more than two (2) players selected for a current GB Softball Team are entitled to certain 
dispensations. 

 
Should a League or League Cup game conflict with a GB Team scheduled event, tournament and/or training 
session (where the presence of that teams GB players is required), then the affected team must notify their 
opponent at least two (2) weeks in advance of their scheduled game. They should then reschedule the game 
within two (2) weeks of the originally scheduled date. All affected teams must consult the WMSL schedule as 
soon as it is circulated and check for conflicts. The Committee requests that any such occasion arises during 
the season be reported to the Results and Fixtures Officer ASAP.  

 
Failure to report games that require rescheduling to the Fixtures and Results Officer may result in the team 
incurring a penalty of three (3) league points.  
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B. The Playing Field 
 

1. Field dimensions - Clarification of WBSC Rule 2.3.1: In order to play softball safely, the playing area must be 
in suitable condition. It is the umpire’s decision as to whether the field is suitable, and this may be reviewed 
at any point during the game. If, for any reason, playing the game on the field in question would put the 
players and/or public at greater risk than normal, then the game should be stopped. 
NB. WMSL has decided that Pitch 1 at Farnham Park is not to be used for League games due the position of 
the setting sun and the danger that poses to the pitcher and other infielders.  

 
In case of lightning in the immediate or surrounding are, the WMSL has adopted the BSF guidelines. It states: 
“At the first sign of lightning, in league or tournament play, the umpire shall stop the game and all players 
must take shelter inside a building, if available. If after fifteen (15) minutes, there is no further lightning, then 
the game can resume. If after thirty (30) minutes, there is still lightning, the game should be abandoned.” 

 
If a game is stopped and cannot be continued to completion, then the game must be rescheduled (see WBSC 
1.2.1.f regarding regulation games).  
 
Both teams must agree a new date within fourteen (14) days of the original game date and inform the WMSL 
Fixtures and Results Officer and the Umpire-in-Chief.  
 
The attending umpire should be given first refusal to officiate the rescheduled game. If unavailable, then 
request the Umpire-in-Chief for a replacement. 
 
In the case that teams cannot, within 14 days of the original game date, agree a rescheduled date, then the 
Committee will set a date for the fixture. Any team not attending this date will forfeit the game. If both 
teams fail to attend, then it will be considered a double forfeit. 
 
Failure to report games that require rescheduling to the Fixtures and Results Officer may result in the team 
incurring a penalty of three (3) league points. 
 

2. For safety reasons, bases must be secured, this means pegged down if using vinyl bases. If this is impossible 
and the umpire considers it safe to play, then all players must be informed before play commences. If the 
umpire rules play unsafe to start or continue, then Section B.1 applies. 
 
In the event of wet conditions, the umpire will decide if the game shall continue with wet bases. 

 
3. Field Marking - Contrary to WBSC Rule 2.3 and Appendix 1: For the purpose of player safety and ease of 

umpiring, the field should ideally be marked out in full accordance with the WBSC rules. This may be 
impractical so WMSL has adopted that as a minimum the batter’s boxes and foul lines (at least 25m long) 
must be marked and a dead ball area indicated either with a line or cones 

 
On the Committee’s first notification of an offence, a warning will be given. 
 
On the Committee’s second notification of an offence, two (2) league points will be deducted from the 
offending team. 

 
4. Field Dimension - Clarification of WBSC Rule 2.3 and Appendix 1: The correct size of a co-ed softball 

diamond is 275 feet from home plate to the outfield boundary. Due to only a few teams having access to 
purpose-built softball diamonds, the game sometimes has to be played on areas that are smaller than those 
laid out in the WBSC rules. As a result Ground Rules may be required. These ground Rules must be published 
and approved by the League committee before the start of the season, this should be part of the risk 
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assessment by each club or team. The Umpire has final authority but should only override the ground rules 
on the basis of safety. Captains must inform all their players of any “Ground Rules” before the game 
commences. Team Captains have no recourse upon any play involving an area under “ground rules” if failing 
to inform their team of the “ground rules” before the start of the game 

 
 

C. Playing Equipment 
 

1. Bats - Contrary to WBSC Rule 2.4.1 and Appendix 2A: WMSL has adopted the BSF policy and will use the 
ASA Banned Bat List. Appendix A shows all the non-approved bats as of 3rd April 2019. The current list of 
non-approved bats can be found at: www.asasoftball.com/about/certified_equipment.asp. If the batter 
enters the batter’s box with, or is discovered using, an illegal bat, then the batter is out and the bat is 
removed from the game.  
Any bat that is damaged (cracked, dented, chipped, bent or otherwise in an unsafe condition) is considered 
illegal.  
The first infraction of use of a damaged bat will result in the bat being removed and the “at bat” continues 
with a legal bat. Second and subsequent infractions will result in the batter being out on entering the 
batter’s box with the damaged bat. Persistent infractions will result in the player being ejected from the 
game. 

 
2. Balls – Contrary to WBSC 2.4.3: the WMSL have decided that the following specifications will apply to the 

balls used in league play: 

• COR should be 0.52, Compression should be 300lbs 

• All balls will be YELLOW  

• Men’s balls will be 12”, Ladies balls will be 11”  

• All balls will be marked as ASA / ISF / WBSC compliant 

• Balls marked as Fastpitch will be acceptable if they meet the remaining criteria  
 
For the 11” balls ONLY - If 0.52/300 balls are not available then balls with COR 0.47 Compression 375 will be 
accepted. If neither 0.52 nor 0.47 balls are available, then COR 0.44 Compression 375 will be accepted. 
HOWEVER, ALL PLAYERS MUST BE INFORMED IF 0.52 BALLS ARE NOT USED. 
Note that there is a chance of damage to new technology bats if Compression 375 balls are used.  
 
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES CAN A GAME PROCEED IF THERE ARE ONLY 11” BALLS AVAILABLE.  

 
The Home Team must supply two (2) good quality softballs of both 11” and 12” for each fixture. 
 
If the Home Team fails to provide two (2) good, quality softballs of both sizes then: 

• On the Committee’s first notification of an offence, a warning will be given. 

• On the Committee’s second notification of an offence, two (2) league points will be deducted from 
the offending team. 
 

The game ball suitability is determined solely by the umpire in charge. 
 
2.1 WMSL uses 11” balls for female batters. All female batters, unless taking the place of a male batter in 

the line-up, will be pitched the 11” balls and males will be pitched the 12” balls.  
 
If a batter is pitched the incorrect size of ball according to their gender then: 

• During the “at bat” and no play has occurred, then the ball will be replaced with the correct size and 
the “at bat” will continue with the same count as before. 

http://www.asasoftball.com/about/certified_equipment.asp
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• When the ball is “in play”, then the play should be allowed to continue. Once time has been called the 
batting team captain has the option of letting the play stand or resetting and playing the play again 
with the count on the batter continuing from where it was prior to the batter putting the ball into play. 
 

• After a play and before the next legal pitch to the next batter, then the batting team captain has the 
option of letting the play stand or resetting and playing the play again with the count on the batter 
continuing from where it was prior to the batter putting the ball into play. 
 

• After a pitch (Legal or Otherwise) to the next batter, then the infringement is ignored with no penalty. 
 

3. Shoes - Clarification of WBSC Rule 2.5.2: For safety reasons, no shoes with any form of metal cleats or studs 
are allowed to be worn by anyone whilst on the field of play or in the dugout area. Any player or coach 
found wearing metal cleats or studs shall be removed from the game and asked to change to suitable 
footwear. Play should not be suspended whilst player changes. If the offending team is reduced to less than 
eight (8) players and they do not have an eligible substitute, then the offending team forfeits the game. 

 

4. Helmets - batting helmets are mandatory for all players. WMSL will adopt Extension to WBSC 2.5.3 
and 5.4.2 regarding helmets for fast pitch play except that - on deck batters will not be required to 
wear helmets. Batting helmets must be deemed, by the umpire, to be of suitable design and in a fit and 
safe condition. If any player continues to wear an unsuitable helmet during play, then they are to be 
removed from the game. If by removing the player and the offending team is reduced to less than eight (8) 
players, and no eligible substitute, then that team forfeits the game. 
 
A situation may arise where a player cannot wear a helmet e.g. for medical (a GP or Consultant note is 
required) or religious reasons (the motorcycle Crash-Helmets (Religious Exemption) Act, 1976). The case 
must be brought to the committee at least 7 days before a league game is to be played. The committee will 
decide whether the player can play without a helmet within 72 hours of the request. The committee’s 
decision is final. No appeals can be lodged.  
 
The committee may allow players to play without a helmet if a suitable helmet is not available due to size or 
other physical limitations, in such cases the request must be submitted, and a decision given, 7 days or more 
before the player can play.  

 
5. Uniforms - Contrary of WBSC 2.6.1: The WMSL recommends that all teams wear matching style and colour 

shirts 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D. Rules of Play 
 

1. Shorthanded - Contrary to WBSC 3.2.2: If a team has only eight (8) or nine (9) players, then they can still 
play. Where the player(s) are missing from the normal ten (10) player line-up, they are replaced by an 
“automatic out” when the player(s) would be at bat. The missing fielding positions are at the discretion of 
the team Captain 
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2. Female playing in place of male - Contrary to WBSC 3.2.2: In order to allow the playing of softball when 
players may be unavailable, any number of male players may be replaced by female players in the line-up as 
long as all other player rules are followed. Any female batter taking the place of a male player in the batting 
line-up must inform the umpire and pitcher before receiving the first pitch of her turn at bat. A female taking 
the place of a male will be pitched the 12” ball and will receive two bases if given a walk. In that scenario the 
following female will be allowed to walk if there are two outs.  

 

2.1 Non Binary Players – Additional to WBSC  

• We recognise that some people do not identify as male or female or use gendered pronouns, but instead 
identify as gender non-binary, gender fluid or use other language. 

• While we acknowledge that people may use a range of different terms to describe their gender, and that 
non-binary is not a ‘third gender’ as such, for the practical purposes of these rules, we are referring to using 
the word ‘gender’ to refer to female (F), male (M) and non-binary (NB). 

 

The following rules shall be in place in accordance with BaseballSoftballUK LGBT Advisory Panel guidelines.  

 

a. COMMUNICATION. 

• At the plate conference prior to all games, in addition to discussing any ground rules, captains will exchange 
team sheets (line-ups), which will specify all players’ names or shirt numbers and which size ball they will be 
hitting (including substitutes). This will allow the umpires to apply the rules on ball size, walks, batting line-
up and fielding positions appropriately.  

• All communication between the umpire and team captains should be respectful. Umpires and captains 

should avoid stigmatising or singling out non-binary players, and should not question players’ gender 

identity. 

 
b. BATTING ORDER.  

• The batting order must alternate between players hitting an 11 inch ball and players hitting a 12 inch ball.  

• As per the existing rules, male players must hit 12” balls and female players must hit 11 inch balls. 

• Non-binary players have the option to hit either size ball. They must make this selection prior to the start of 
the game and the player’s choice will remain in effect for the duration of the game. For tournaments, non-
binary players must select which size ball they will hit before the first game of the tournament starts and 
may not change this during the tournament.  

• Non-binary players may be substituted by any player who is hitting the same ball size as them, ie a NB player 
hitting an 11 inch ball can only be replaced by another player eligible to hit an 11 inch ball.  

  
c. WALKS.  

• Any player hitting the 12” ball (ie male player or NB player choosing to hit the 12 inch ball) will receive two 
bases on a walk.  

• Players hitting an 11” ball will receive one base on a walk (ie female or NB player choosing to hit the 11 inch 
ball). 

• When there are two outs, if any player hitting a 12” ball is walked, the following batter can opt to walk to 
first base without batting. 
 
d. FIELDING POSITIONS.  

• The defensive outfield must consist of 2 players hitting each size ball 

• The defensive infield must consist of 2 players hitting each size ball 

• The pitcher and catcher must be players hitting different size balls 
. 
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3.  The changing of balls between batters is the responsibility of the plate umpire.  

 
4. The home team is responsible for checking that their ground is available and in a fit state to play. If any 

problems are encountered, then the WMSL Fixtures and Results Officer, the appointed umpire and the 
opposing team captain must be notified as soon as possible. 

 
In the event of the ground being unavailable, then the game should be played at the oppositions ground or, 
if that is unavailable, at a neutral venue. 
 
Only the Umpire in attendance and/or the Grounds keeper in charge of the ground may call off a game. If 
the weather is bad, unless the Groundskeeper has contacted the team and said the game cannot commence, 
all players and the umpire should turn up as normal. 
 
There is no rescheduling of games, except in one of the following circumstances: 

• When Rule A.12 applies regarding GB player dispensation 

• When called off by an Umpire and/or Grounds keeper 

• In circumstances deemed exceptional by the Committee 
 
If a game is called off by and umpire or grounds keeper, then both teams must agree a new date within 
fourteen (14) days of the original game date and inform the Fixtures and Results Officer and the Umpire-in-
Chief.  
 
The attending umpire should be given first refusal to officiate the rescheduled game. If unavailable, then 
inform the Umpire-in-Chief for a replacement. 
 
In the case that teams cannot, within 14 days of the original game date, agree a rescheduled date, then the 
Committee will set a date for the fixture. Any team not attending this date will forfeit the game. If both 
teams fail to attend, then it will be considered a double forfeit. 
 
Failure to report games that require rescheduling to the Fixtures and Results Officer may result in the team 
incurring a penalty of three (3) league points. 

 
5. Umpires - WMSL will (as far as possible) appoint a British Association of Softball Umpires (BASU) qualified 

Umpire to officiate all league games. They must be paid in accordance with the fees outlined in Appendix E. 
It is responsibility of each team to pay their fee. Teams who provide representatives on umpiring courses will 
be given preference when umpires are allocated to league games. If a team fails to pay the required fee to 
an umpire, they will be suspended from the league until such time as the Committee deems that the debt is 
paid. 

 
6. If an Umpire is unavailable to attend a fixture, it is their responsibility to find a suitable replacement. The 

home team captain should contact the allocated umpire a couple days before the fixture and check they are 
still available, provide directions to the ground, etc. Any umpire failing to attend three (3) league fixtures, 
and failing to find a suitable replacement, will be removed from the League Umpire List. 

 
7. If an Umpire fails to attend their allocated game, then the teams should appoint a qualified person 

(preferably from a neutral team) to umpire the game. If one is not available, then the batting team should 
provide an umpire whilst their team is at bat. Umpiring calls must be treated as if they were made by a 
WMSL appointed umpire. Any disputes should be resolved by the captains only. Any player, appointed by 
the Team Captain to umpire a fixture in the absence of an appointed umpire, is deemed to be an umpire as 
defined in the WBSC rules and must be treated accordingly. 
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8. Start Time - All teams should ready to play by 7pm and the game must have commenced by 7:15pm. The 

only exception to this is if both team and the umpire have agreed alternative arrangements prior to the 
scheduled start time. At the umpire’s discretion, team not ready to play at 7:15pm will forfeit the game. If 
neither team is ready, then the game will be a double forfeit. 

 
9. Double headers – 1st game starts on time ‘no new innings’ called after 55 minutes. Inning to be played out. 

2nd game starts immediately after, same rules, ‘no new innings after 55 minutes, inning to be played out’. 1 
and 1 pitch to be used throughout both games, UNLESS agreed by BOTH Team Captains before the start of 
the first game. Either game min 4 innings to be classed as full game if time called for bad light/weather. 
Umpire to be paid £40 for a double header. Any incomplete games will be re-scheduled in full.  

 
10. Wounded player - Extension to WBSC 3.2.5 and 3.1.22: WMSL has decided that players with bleeding 

wounds are not allowed to play. A replacement player is allowed, without penalty or limitation under re-
entry rules. NOTE: The “Replacement Player Rule” is only for players with “bleeding” wounds. In order to 
prevent unnecessary game stoppages, the umpire may allow a player with an injury that is not bleeding the 
same privilege. This is purely at the discretion of the Umpire 

 
As per BSF guidelines, it is strongly recommended that ALL players who sustain a head injury, no matter how 
trivial, are taken to A&E for examination. 

 
11. Final scoring methods: A game officially stops the moment that one team has won (i.e. as soon as the 

winning run crosses home plate). The only exceptions to this are if both teams are tied after seven (7) 
innings or more than five (5) innings have been completed and the Umpire calls the game off. 

 
12. Run Ahead Rule - Clarification of WBSC 1.2.3: The “Run Ahead Rule” - The game officially stops when one 

team is twenty (20) runs or more ahead after four (4) innings, fifteen (15) runs or more ahead after five (5) 
innings.  
 

13. Scoresheets and Line ups – The official WMSL scoresheet is to be used to record the team line ups , inning 
and total scores as well as various other information .  
The line ups MUST be completed before the game starts . The names must include First and Surnames , NO 

NICKNAMES .  

The scoresheet MUST details of ALL BORROWED and Youth players , which must be specifically highlighted 
to the opposing captain and the game umpire .  
After the completion of the game the inning and total scores must be entered and checked by both captains 

. Each team captain must nominate MVPs for the opposing team .  

Once completed the scoresheet must be transmitted to the Fixtures officer within 24Hrs of the game .  

The fixtures officer will accept any form so long as the scoresheet is clear and legible .  

Examples of acceptable forms are eMail , WhatsApp , digital photo , scan or original paper copy .  

 
Failure by any team to fill in the Official League Score Sheet correctly will result in: 

1. The scoresheet being immediately returned for corrections. Should these not be made points 2 and 
3 below will then apply. NB Any error resulting in a breach of borrowing rules ( Appendix B ) will 
result in an immediate forfeit .  

2. On the Committee’s first notification of an office, a warning will be given. 
3. On the Committee’s second notification of an offence, two (2) league points will be deducted from 

the offending team. 
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14. Team positions within a league division will be worked out on a points system. Points will be awarded as 
follows: three (3) points for a win, two (2) points for a draw, one (1) point for a loss and zero (0) points for a 
forfeit. 

 
If teams are level on points then placings will be decided based on the NSL resolution of ties: 

1. Head-to-head 
2. Runs against (amongst tied teams) 
3. Runs against (all teams) 
4. Random Selection (coin toss) 

 
15. At the end of the season the teams in first place, in each division, will be promoted to the division above 

(except for division 1). Relegation for the bottom team in each division will depend on the number of teams 
in that division. The WMSL Committee reserves the right to veto promotion or relegation if it deems it in the 
best interest of WMSL. 

 
16. WMSL may, at any time, send a representative to perform a check on a WMSL fixture. This representative 

shall be extended all courtesies by both teams and the umpire. The representative will check that all WMSL 
rules are being fully adhered to and any infringements found, will be reported to the attending Umpire and 
the Committee. Any League representative must be treated as a game official and as such WBSC Rules 
regarding player/coach conduct apply.  

 
17. If a team is unable to field a full team for a fixture, then the Committee should be informed as soon as this is 

known. The Committee is keen to provide as much help and assistance as possible to enable teams to play. 
The Committee has many ways of assisting teams with players. If the Committee is not able to help and team 
is still short, then that team must forfeit.  

 
In all cases, the captain(s) of the forfeiting team(s) should make a statement to the Committee within three 
(3) days, via the Fixtures and Results Officer (or other Committee member if unavailable), as to the 
circumstances of why the fixture could not have been played. The matter will be raised at the next 
Committee meeting (normally within 28 days) and the Committee will decide whether to reschedule the 
fixture or award a forfeit. 
 

18. If a player coach or other team member be ejected from the game by the plate or field umpire then they 
shall be subject a two-week suspension, but may appeal under the process detailed in Appendix D 

 
 

E. Reporting and Enforcement Procedures 
 

1. Any infringements of the rules must be reported to the Committee within 36 hours via the WMSL Fixtures 
and Results Officer, Umpire-in-Chief or if they are unavailable, any other Committee member. 

 
2. If there is a problem whilst playing a fixture then, if necessary, the game should be played “Under Protest” as 

set out in the WMSL Constitution, Section 5.6 and the WBSC Rule 1.2.8 to 1.2.14 inclusive. Failure to adhere 
to the procedure as written may invalidate the protest. 

 
3. It is the responsibility of the WMSL Fixtures and Results Officer and/or Umpire-in-Chief to report rule 

infringements to the Committee but anyone attending a WMSL Fixture and/or Event may report 
infringements to them. 
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4. Once an infringement is reported to the Committee, the Umpire-in-Chief will be informed. Within three (3) 
days the Umpire-in-Chief, or if unavailable, a designated Committee member, will contact both team 
Captains and the officiating umpire to provide a statement of the circumstances regarding the alleged 
incident and any mitigating circumstances. These statements must be provided to the Committee within 
three (3) days.  

 
5. The Committee will review the alleged incident at the next Committee meeting (within 28 days) and make a 

decision on whether or not to penalise the offender(s) as per the WMSL Rules. 
 

6. In the Umpire is Chief’s absence, one of the Executive Committee will act on their behalf. If the relevant 
team or umpire fails to make a statement to the Committee, then the decision will be made on the 
information that is available. Any Warning or Penalty issued by the WMSL may be appealed using the 
procedures as laid out in the WMSL Constitution. 
 

7. WMSL provides an online method for providing feedback on games, teams and umpires. This is anonymous 
and can be reported via the WMSL site, www.wmsoftball.com. 

 
 

F. Nationals Competition Qualification Criteria 
 

1. Places allocated for WMSL League Teams to participate in Nationals will be allocated to the teams of the 
relevant grade in order of placing in the previous year’s league competition. Winners of Division 1 will be 
offered a place in the Gold Nationals. Winners of Division 2 will be offered a place in the Bronze/Silver 
Nationals. Entry into these competitions is dependent on those teams complying with BSF requirements. 
WMSL is not involved in setting these requirements and teams should direct all queries to the BSF. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

http://www.wmsoftball.com/
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Appendix A – Banned Bat List 
Examples of Banned Bats.  

NB this list is NOT exhaustive and because a bat is not on this list DOES NOT mean it is acceptable for use.  
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Appendix B – Player Movement/Doubling Up/Borrowing Rule 
 

General Principles 

The league expects each Team or Club team to have a minimum  of TEN players (5 of each gender).  

Teams and Clubs are expected to limit borrowing players to a minimum.  

These rules are to assist clubs and teams to field teams when short of rostered players, without gaining an unfair 

advantage, nor being penalised unduly.  

If a team still cannot field a team within these rules, then they are expected to approach the league (Fixtures Officer 

and / or Exec committee) for help and advice before the game. If they are still short , then the fixtures will assist in 

providing players but the teams MUST accept those players .  

The league will take every available step to help and assist any team to field a fair team. The League MAY allow extra 

borrowed players over the limits set by these rules, if expressly approved by the League Fixtures officer or member 

of the Exec Committee ( If the Fixtures officer is unavailable ) .  

Team Captains are to advise the Umpire and opposing captain of their line up BEFORE the start of the game. Teams 

are requested to score BOTH teams and compare scores etc after each half inning.  

 

Definitions 

D1. Club. Two or more teams within an organisation that the WMSL recognise as a club. Currently this list is: BA, 

Bracknell Scorchers BSC, Maidenhead SC, Thames Valley BSC, RG Blue Sox SC. 

D2. League Team. A team playing under its own name and not part of a Club as recognised by WMSL. Currently this 

list is limited to the Wildcats and Rattlesnakes. 

D3. Club Team. A Team that plays within a Club organisation. 

D4. Player. An individual playing within the WMSL for a registered Club, League team or as a guest. 

Yearly Rosters  

R1. All Clubs and League Teams that will be participating in the Windsor and Maidenhead League need to submit 
their Roster to the Fixtures Officer by date of the WMSL First Ball. The Roster will list all Players that will be 
playing for that Club or League Team.  

R2. Clubs and League Teams who have not submitted their roster by their first league game will be docked 1 point 
per week until the roster is submitted. 

R3. League Teams are also encouraged to maintain the BSF Team Roster for each of its Teams.  
R4. Club or League Team are required to email the Fixtures Officer of any new players that are joining them to play 

softball and who are not already on the roster of another Club or League Team.  
R5. When a Player permanently moves from one League Team or Club to another, the Player MUST email the 

Fixtures Officer of the move, copying all League Team or Clubs involved. This notification must take place 
before the Players first game for his/her new League Team or Club.  

R6. A Player may make only three permanent moves between League Teams during a season.  
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Weekly Selection for Teams and Teams within a Club 

W1. The League now permits the complete free movement of Players between Club Teams on a weekly basis. 

Borrowing regulations only apply once a player once has played in a fixture in a given week.  

W2. Club Teams within a Club may borrow a maximum of four Players (no more than two of which can be male) 

from other Club Teams within the Club who have played in a higher division that week. 

W3. Any Team may also borrow up to a maximum of four Players (no more than two of which can be male) from 

another Teams or Clubs within the Windsor and Maidenhead League.  

W4. A borrowed Player playing in a lower division to the one they either  

I. Initially played in that week or  

II. Played in the last time they played are restricted to fielding in one of a four positions. The fielding 

positions should be filled in the order: Right Field, Centre Right, Catcher and then Second Base.  

Exception: The only exception to the above rule is when a Team is borrowing a Player who is playing down and 
is being borrowed to play as a Pitcher. The Pitcher position takes priority over the four positions listed above.  

 

W5. A Club Team that has received a Player or Players through “Borrowing” can only play 5&5 when the 1 or more 

of the borrowed players has played in a higher Division (W5). No substitutes of the same sex as the borrowed 

player(s) are allowed. Exceptions :  

i.If a team has 11 players, they may borrow a player from a higher division to play 6 & 6 if the Higher Div 

player is played as an extra Hitter (EH ) and is listed last in the batting order .  

ii. If the Higher Division player is Substituted or removed from the game. E.g. If a Div 1 player is used to start a 

game before the late arrival of a Div 2 player .  

W6. A Team in a higher division may borrow as many players, who may be playing in a lower division as they like. 

There are no fielding restrictions on these players. 

W7. All borrowed players must be listed on the back of the score sheet for the Team that they are being a 

borrowed for. This includes players borrowed under W3 – W8 above. 

W8. Players that swap Teams in the same division are not required to be listed on the form. There is free 

movement between Club Teams in the same division within the same Club. 

W9. The maximum number of borrowed players allowed when combining W2 to W14 is still four, no more than 

two of which can be male. 

W10. A Team may not borrow a player from their any League Team who has been ejected in a previous round of 

fixtures until cleared by the Umpire-in-Chief to play again.  

W11.  ALL Teams are required to submit their game day roster to results@wmsoftball.com by email no later than 

5pm on the day of the game. Captains are reminded that their Full line up is to be communicated to the 

opposing Captain and Umpire before the start of the game, and all borrowed players are to be specifically 

highlighted. The scoresheet is to be completed BEFORE the game, although for practical reasons the position 

played , and scores , may be changed after the game. See Also playing Rule D.13 for more on Scoresheets .  

All Scoresheets will be published by the Fixtures officer to All Captains via a suitable group medium .  

 

ALL Captains are reminded that ALL PLAYERS whom play more than once in any week must be listed as a 

borrowed player for one of those games .  

 

Any omissions or error resulting in breach of borrowing rules WILL result in the game being FORFEIT, No 

EXCEPTIONS. The Fixtures officer will advise both captains of any forfeit as soon as the error is found .  

The guilty team may appeal that decision but All Captains are reminded that ignorance of the rules ,  

administration error, oversight or accidental error in completing the scoresheet etc , will NOT be accepted .   

Similarly the OFFENDED team captain may opt to accept the result of the game , but the default position 

will be a forfeit .  

mailto:results@wmsoftball.com
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 Any Team that is still short of players can contact the league (Fixtures officer or Exec Committee( If the 

Fixtures officer is unavailable )) who will endeavour to arrange extra players, even if in excess of W1 to W14 

above.  

 

Examples :  

1. Player A plays for a Div 1 Team and is listed as a borrowed player on Tuesday  

    Player A is NOT Position Limited to play in Div 2 Same week .  

2. Player B plays for a Div 1 team and is NOT listed as borrowed on Tuesday  

Player B is POSITION LIMTED if borrowed to play in Div 2 that week . See W6 .  

3. Player C is borrowed to play in Div 1 for a different club/team . They then play for their own team in Div 2 -  

They are NOT position Limited . 

4. Player D ( Div 1 )  is available to play for a Div 2 team , whose last player (12th) is late – player D is allowed 

play in the last pos in the line up as a Batter ONLY , until the last player arrives , when they are substituted 

in . If the last player does not attend , Player D may remain as an EH in the last Batting Pos .  

5. A Team only has 4 regular players but has managed to arrange 2 big ball and 2 small ball hitters from other 

teams but is still short of 2 players . The Fixtures officer will arrange the players that team still need , 

however the team do NOT have to option to select or reject those players .  

6. A team has 11 players but do not have a pitcher , a Div 1 player is available and able to pitch . ALLOWED .  

 

Players 

P1. Players are permitted to play for no more than three other Teams, outside their own League Team or Club they 
are rostered to during the season. Teams in this context is considered to be any team regardless of whether 
they are part of a club or not. 
 

P2. Players are not permitted to play more than six games for another League Team other than the League Team or 
Club they are rostered to during the season. 

 

Designated Hitter (DH) 
 

The DP is designed to allow a player to pitch but is unable to run or bat due to injury or medical or other reasons . 

For a team to employ a DP they must adhere to the following conditions. 

 

DH 1. The DH can only replace a pitcher. 

DH 2. A DH cannot be used to field within the game and cannot be used as substitute. 

DH 3. The DH cannot be a borrowed player. 

DH 4. If the Pitcher is Male the DH can be either Male or Female. If the Pitcher is female the DH can only 

be Female OR NB. However if the Pitcher is male then his place in the batting line up is considered a male, even 

if a female is used as the DH.  

DH 5. If the Pitcher comes out of the game as a result of a substitution, then the DH is also removed 

from the game. However the DH can then replace the Pitcher as a normal player, if they are the same gender.  

Note: 

 If the Pitcher was Male and the DH is Male or Female, and then the pitcher is substituted, the substitute can 

only be Male.  

If the Pitcher was Female then the substitute must be Female.  
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Example : 

Player 1 Pitches and their DH (Player 3) bats second in the order. 

Player 2 Plays Left Field and bats 8th. 

The coach decides to replace Player 1 (the Pitcher) with Player 2, The pitcher is removed from the game as is 

the DH. Player 3 is now allowed to enter the game as a substitute for player 1. Player 2 is now pitcher and 

batting 8th, while Player 3 is now a player in left field, batting 2nd, the same spot in the batting line up they 

occupied as DH. NB. Player 3 (the DH , then Substitute player) Can ONLY EVER BAT IN THE SAME SPOT IN THE 

LINE UP.  

 

Division 2 Restrictions. 

On top of the restrictions regarding borrowing laid out in W1 – W15   above there is a restriction on NSL1 and 

International players. 

In the context of this rule, International Players are those players who are 18 or above, play either Slow pitch, Fast 

pitch or Baseball. NSL 1 players are defined as being rostered to an NSL 1 team with the BSF.  

1. This restriction applies to both Teams or Clubs. 

2. Teams or Club Teams playing in Division 2 may not borrow International or NSL 1 players within the borrowing 

allocation. 

3. New players who are of NSL 1 or international standard can only play in Division 1. (The standard of new 

players is subjective and will be assessed by the league Fixtures officer and or committee)  

4. Players who play NSL 1 or Internationally and for any reason can only play Thursday evening must make a 

request to the Results and Fixtures officer for an exemption. Any team can request an exemption for a specific 

game, or for the whole season. Any existing players do not need to request an exemption for each season. 

Similarly if a team is relegated, any NSL 1 or International players will be exempted.  

Penalties 

1. Games will be forfeited if Teams or Clubs are found to be in violation of these rules.  

2. No exceptions will be allowed. No reason will be accepted.  
3. The Team captain and/or Club contacts for the team found in violation will be contacted to inform them of the 

infringement. 

If there is any doubt about these rules then ………. 

Email the Results and Fixtures Officer ( or if Fixtures officer is not available -  
the League Exec committee ) First. 
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Appendix C – Youth Players 
 
The rules below are based on the BSF Guidelines for Youth players. 
 
Guidance on Under-18s in Adult Softball 
 
Everyone who participates in softball is entitled to do so in a fun, enjoyable and safe environment. These principles 
apply to all participants, but young people in particular are entitled to a higher duty of care. Welfare policies and 
procedures are in place to protect young participants and promote good practice (see: 
http://www.baseballsoftballuk.com/welfare). 
 
To encourage the continuing development of best practice, the British Softball Federation has produced the 
following guidance for slow pitch and fast pitch leagues and clubs when considering whether players under 18 years 
of age are competent to play in an adult team. The minimum age for an adult league is 14. The younger players 
should be the assessed for competence in every instance. 
 

• Each team shall appoint a Welfare Officer who will ensure that the appropriate welfare procedures and 
checks are followed. There is a process in place to assess whether the young player is competent to play, 
coach or umpire at the level at which the team is competing.  
 

• Each Under-18 player shall be assessed for this purpose by the Team Coach. If the team does not have a 
nominated coach, the Team Captain shall undertake the assessment. Where a coach or umpire is under 18, 
an authorised club member or BASU member shall make the assessment if the team has no Coach or 
Welfare office to make the assessment. 

 

• Four areas shall be considered when deciding if a young player is competent to play in an adult team/game: 
o General Physical Capability 
o Social Development 
o Emotional Development 
o Softball Skills and Ability 

 

• A brief record of the player’s name, date of the assessment, competency for all or specified positions and 
any observations or comments shall be made in the Coach’s notebook and a “WMSL Youth Player 
Competence Assessment Form” shall be completed and kept on file by the League Welfare Officer along 
with the parent or guardian Permission to play forms for all U18 players. 

 

• The player’s parent or guardian shall complete a Permission to play form in all cases where young players are 
competing with an adult team. An example form can be found on the BSUK website: 
http://www.baseballsoftballuk.com/document/parent-guardian-permission-form.  
 
A copy of this form must be sent to the WMSL Welfare Officer and shown to the umpire and opposing team 
captain before the player takes part in any WMSL softball game. 
 
All youth players must have Competency and Permission forms completed and filed prior to League play. 
NOTE: All records are destroyed by the League Welfare Office after 12 months. 
 
If a parent/guardian is unfamiliar with softball, a club representative shall explain the risks of the sport to 
them. The completed Permission to play form shall be retained by the Team Captain or Club Welfare Officer. 
 

http://www.baseballsoftballuk.com/welfare
http://www.baseballsoftballuk.com/document/parent-guardian-permission-form
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• The Team Captain must ensure the young player is included on the team roster and is therefore covered by 
BSF Civil and Public Liability insurance, and by Personal Accident and Injury Insurance if taken out by the 
team. 
 

• The Team shall arrange regular training and coaching which the young players should attend, in order to 
progress their softball development and skills. 
 

• Young players shall wear a helmet when batting and base running in slow pitch as well as in fast pitch 
softball. Also, in accordance to ISF rues, all under 18s coaching, umpiring or acting as batboys/batgirls, shall 
wear a helmet while on the field of play. 
 

• Young players shall wear a gum shield and shin pads if playing in either format of the game. 
 

• Young players must wear a catcher's mask if playing that position in slow pitch and fast pitch softball. 
 

• Young players shall wear appropriate footwear. 
 

• The Team Coach or Captain shall review a young player’s competence to continue playing should game 
conditions change – for example, due to adverse weather, a change in the level of play or the conduct or 
aggressiveness of the opposing team. 
 

• If an Umpire is unsure about the competence of a young player, he or she shall make his concerns known to 
the Team Captain. The young player’s welfare takes priority over all else, caution should be taken when 
there is any doubt. 
 

• If a team requires assistance in assessing players under 18, they should first seek advice from the league. 
Should further support be required, please contact the BSUK Welfare Officer. 
 

• If a Youth player is present at any event, then photography is not allowed unless: 
o The player has completed a “Photography and Recorded Images Permission Form” 
o The photographer has completed a “Photography Event Registration Form” 

 
Both of these forms are available from the BSUK website. 

 
If you require clarification of any of these points or have questions related to Youth players, then please contact the 
WMSL Welfare Officer (welfare@wmsoftball.com). 
 

Failure to adhere to the rules above will result in the player being declared 
“ineligible” and all affected games will be FORFEIT, NO EXCEPTIONS.  

 
 
 

Any team found to be knowingly in breach of these rules may be subject to 
further sanction as decided by the committee.  

 

 

mailto:welfare@wmsoftball.com
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Appendix D – Player / Official Ejection Rule 
 

Ejection from a Game 

• If a player or official is ejected from any WMSL League game, an automatic 2-week suspension will be 
enforced subject to appeal. 

• The suspension will begin the week after the next round of games.  

• Suspensions span seasons. 

• A suspended player or official is not allowed to attend any club/team’s games for the duration of their 
suspension. 

 

Appeal Process 

Official’s Role 

After a game where a player or official was ejected, the umpire will notify the Umpire-in-Chief and League Secretary. 
The umpire will then submit a report as to the reason for the ejection. 

 

Appealing an Ejection 

All players/officials ejected from a game have the right to appeal. This appeal must be received by the Umpire-in-

Chief and League Secretary by 12pm on the Monday following the game. 

The Appeal will be heard that week and a decision made prior to the start of the suspension. 

 

Appeal Hearing 

An ejection appeal will be reviewed by a panel of 3 independent members. The Umpire-in-Chief will facilitate the 
panel and may give evidence, technical advice and recommended penalty. The panel will be made up of independent 
parties not connected with the game where the ejection took place, the Club/Team of the player/official involved or 
a club/team that the involved Player/Official’s club or team will play during a suspension period1. The Umpire-in-
Chief will recruit members for the panel using the conflict of interest rules to select members. 
 
The panel may request additional information from the parties involved in the game. 
The appeal result will be based on a majority result of the panel.  
The process will be completed by the Friday before the suspension is due to take effect. 

 

Conflicts of Interest 

The appeal panel must be independent of any team or club the Player/official is associated with. Should the Umpire-

in-Chief be associated with the Player or official in anyway, they will be excluded from the process and a 

replacement sought. The League Chairman is tasked with finding a replacement, which might be themselves if no 

conflict of interest applies. If a conflict of interest applies here, the role will cascade down the league committee 

executive in priority order until a replacement is found. If none is found, the league will approach BASU to help 

facilitate the hearing. 
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This process applies to anyone chosen for the appeal panel. 

 

Possible Outcomes 

The Appeal panel can rule in the following ways: 
1. Uphold the appeal and expunge the ejection from the record. 
2. Uphold the automatic suspension. 
3. Uphold the suspension, but alter the duration to more or less weeks. 
4. Suspend the suspension, with possible altered durations, for two years. Should the Player/Official be ejected 

within this period this ruling will come into effect automatically. 

 

Multiple Ejections 

A player, who has already been ejected within a season and suspended, and is then ejected one or more times 
within the next two seasons, will have an additional week added to their suspension2.  
If the player had a suspended suspension pending, this is now automatically applied with the additional week(s).  
This does not infringe on the right of appeal. 

 

Notes 
1 Should the suspension period span a season, only members of the team or club involved in games during the 
current season will be exempt. 
2 Each ejection adds one week. For example, 1 additional ejection is a 3-week suspension, a subsequent ejection 
would be a 4-week suspension. This can be altered by the appeal panel. 
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Appendix E – Umpire Payments 
 
Sole BASU umpire at a game: 

• Each team to pay the umpire £15 before the game. 

• Each Team to pay the Umpire £20 before the game for a Double header. See Playing Rule D.9. 
 
New umpire being mentored at a game: 

• Each team to pay the new umpire £15 before the game. 

• Experienced umpire to claim £15 from League. 

 
 


